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Osttirol à la card
Osttirol`s
Glockner-Dolomiten Card
21st June - 19th September 2021

If you want to enjoy the full
diversity of Osttirol, “Osttirol’s
Glockner-Dolomiten Card” is
the perfect choice for you. This
card combines numorous destinations in one handy keycard.
You can ride mountain railways, visit public pools and different “nature & culture oﬀers“
for three or seven days - once a
day - at no extra charge. There
are also discounts and other benefits at selected bonus
partners.
The card is available at the
Tourist Information oﬃce (in
all regions in Osttirol), from
selected card partners and on
request from your accommodation provider.

Further information:

www.osttirol.com

HOCHPUSTERTAL CABLE CARS

CABLE CARS ST. JAKOB I. DEF.

The local mountain „Thurntaler“ in
Sillian at 2,100m above sea level is a
hiking paradise for families. The upper
terminus of the „Hochpustertaler
Bergbahnen“ is the perfect starting
point for hikes to the Three Lakes or
to the Thurntaler See (lake). On a
hike you can enjoy the magnificent
panoramic view onto the Dolomites
and the Carnic Alps. The Thurntaler
is also an ideal starting point for
paragliders and hang-gliders.

The St. Jakob cable cars takes you in
comfort to over 2,400 metres above
sea level. An ideal starting point for
hut-to-hut hiking tours and easy to
moderately diﬃcult mountain tours
such as Großer Leppleskofel (2,811 m)
or Degenhorn (2,946 m). Enjoy the
fantastic panorama with a view at
numerous threethousand metre peaks.
Tip: „Wassermythos Ochsenlacke“ the destination for the whole family.

11.07. - 05.09.2021

Sunday to Friday in good weather.
 9.00 - 16.30 (last valley ride)

Sillian 49e, A-9920 Sillian
www.hochpustertal-ski.at
T. +43 4842 6880 or
Sporthotel Sillian T. +43 4842 60110

OBERTILLIACH CABLE CARS
With the 10-seater Golzentipp cable car
you drift in about five minutes directly
into the Golzentipp hiking area with a
360° mountain panorama at an altitude of 2000 metres! Ideal for families
and hikers of any age, because a gently
climbing wide path leads to just below
the Golzentipp summit. There are also
starting places for paragliders not far
from the peak station! Tip: Children’s
mile at Golzentipp.

13.06. - 03.10.2021

Due to the COVID-19 situation, there
may be short-term changes in opening
times and waiting times due to access
restrictions. The changes are updated
on the respective websites.
Subject to changes.

25.06. - 12.09.2021

Tuesday to Sunday in good weather.
 9.00 - 11.45 (last morning departure)
 13.00 - 16:15 (last valley ride)

Bergbahn St. Jakob, A-9963 St. Jakob i.Def.
www.stjakob-ski.at
T. +43 4873 52740

LIENZ CABLE CARS
HOCHSTEIN - ADVENTURE MOUNTAIN

LIDO TRISTACHERSEE
(SWIMMING LAKE)

Above the forest line, at about 1,800
m, there are wide alpine pastures soil
and flowering mountain meadows.
It is the gateway to the Hohe Tauern
National Park and the starting point for
beautiful family hikes. Hot Spot No. 1 is
the family park Zettersfeld, followed by
the fantastic lakes „Neualplseen“.

Immerse yourself in another world for a
day full of fun and adventures. Due to
the diverse possibilities, the Hochstein
oﬀers exciting, varied and relaxing
hours for the whole family.

The only swimming lake in Osttirol with
a water temperature up to 24 degrees,
large sunbathing area, buﬀet, beach
volleyball, diving platform from 1 and
3 meters, bus from Lienz, large paid
parking area on the eastern shore.

29.06. - 19.09.2021 and
25.09. - 26.09.2021

“OSTTIRODLER“:
like „Schlossbergbahn“,  10.00 - 17.00

LIENZ CABLE CARS
ZETTERSFELD - THE SUN TERRACE

Open daily in good weather.
cable car „Zettersfeld“:  9.00 - 16.45
chair lift „Steinermandl“:  9.15 - 16.30

Zettersfeldstraße 38, A-9900 Lienz
www.lienzer-bergbahnen.at
T. +43 4852 63975

GROSSGLOCKNER RESORT
KALS - MATREI
MATREIER GOLDRIED CABLE CARS

At the mountain station of the Adler
Lounge the “Panoramawelt 3000 ”with
a view of over 60 three-thousand meter
peaks awaits you. Starting point for numerous hiking and climbing tours. The
EUROPA-PANORAMA-WEG is particularly popular with families. The Adler
Lounge - a gourmet experience on the
mountain. www.adlerlounge.at

Quick and easy with the cable car at
2,200 m above sea level. Starting point
„Europa Panoramaweg Matrei / Kals“
(easy hike). Unique panoramic view of
over 60 three-thousand-meter peaks,
including the highest mountains in
Austria, the Großglockner and Großvenediger.
The Adler Lounge - maximum enjoyment: sun terrace & culinary highlights. www.adlerlounge.at

Open daily in good weather

Open daily in good weather.

 9.00 - 12.00 Uhr (last morning departure)
 13.00 - 16.00 Uhr (last valley ride)

 9:00 - 16:30 (last valley ride)

10.07. - 22.08.2021

Open daily in good weather.
 9.00 - 16.30 Uhr (last valley ride)

Dorf 135, A-9942 Obertilliach
www.obertilliacher-bergbahnen.com
T. +43 4847 5300

Großdorf 70, A-9981 Kals
www.gg-resort.at
T. +43 4876 8233

CHAIRLIFT “H2”:
19.06. - 12.09.: Daily,  9.15 - 16.30
18.09. - 24.10.: Fri-Sun,  10.15 - 16.30

25.06. - 29.08.2021

Open daily in good weather
25.06. - 22.08.2021  9.00 - 20.00
23.08. - 29.08.2021  9.00 - 19.00
Changes possible in bad weather!

Osttirol‘s Glockner-Dolomiten Card
not valid for the alpine coaster
„Osttirodler“.

GROSSGLOCKNER RESORT
KALS - MATREI
KALS CABLE CARS

22.06. - 26.09.2021

“SCHLOSSBERG“ CABLE CAR:
17.06. - 12.09.: Daily,  9.00 - 17.00
16.09. - 26.10.: Thu-Sun,  10.00 - 17.00

A-9971 Matrei i.O.
www.gg-resort.at
T. +43 4875 6067

Iseltaler Straße 27, A-9900 Lienz
www.lienzer-bergbahnen.at
T. +43 4852 63975 30

DOLOMITENBAD
OUTDOOR POOL LIENZ
Heated open-air pool (23-25° C) with
lawn, 50 m sports pool, 4 m deep diving
pool with 1 and 3 m diving boards, play
and water area for the little ones, 2 beach
volleyball courts, and 60 m water slide.
Restaurant Badwirt.

03.06. - 12.09.2021

Open daily in good weather
Until 11.06.2021  9.00 - 19.00
12.06. - 22.08.2021  9.00 - 20.00
23.08. - 12.09.2021  9.00 - 19.00
Changes possible in bad weather!
Osttirol‘s Glockner-Dolomiten Card
not valid for indoor pool and sauna.

Rechter Drauweg 1b, A-9900 Lienz
www.dolomitenbad.at
T. +43 4852 63820

OUTDOOR POOL VIRGEN

ROMAN CITY AGUNTUM

FIRST TYROLEAN VITALPINUM

COURTYARD „WURZERHOF“

WILDLIFE PARK ASSLING

Solar-heated 50 m sports pool with 45
m water slide, a 1 m trampoline and 3 m
platform in the diving area, children’s
pool, large well-kept sunbathing area,
children’s play area, beach volleyball
court, two artificial grass tennis courts
(tennis courts not included in the
price). Well-stocked swimming pool
buﬀet with wide range of food and
drinks.

The collection on display at the
AGUNTUM museum guarantees an
interesting insight into the life and
culture of the only Roman city in
Tyrol. Exhibits on selected areas,
current archaeological finds, virtual
presentations, and unique original
marble baths. Media room for showing
films, museum shop, and excavation
site laid out as a landscape park with
a viewing tower.

Experiencing nature in all of its senses is
possible at the ‘Vitalpinum’, Tyrol’s first pine
oil distillery right on the Drautal motorway
(B100): A park dealing with the vital power
of the Alps and making it tangible - a show
distillery with a museum, a well-being garden with zones for vitality, relaxation, and
care, medicinal herbs, and a rejuvenating
square of arolla pine with a waterfall. At
over 6,500 m2 you will experience mountain
well-being, discover secrets such as how
essential oils have been extracted for 135
years, allowing you to experience the comforting eﬀect of Alpine medicinal herbs up
close. An Alpine play area and the modern
shop round oﬀ the Vitalpinum experience.

The 300-year-old Wurzerhof farmstead is
a living piece of the past in the present.
The water-driven mill, craft workshop and
forge in the cellar, washing parlour and
curing shed, court chapel and sawmill
with gang saw were laid out with the support of the VILLGRATER HEIMATPFLEGEVEREIN, and oﬀer an insight into how people have lived and worked over the last few
centuries. The farm as well as the history
and modern running are explained during
guided tours.

Delve into the world of native species of
animals. With the approx. 1½ tour around
the wildlife park among deer and lynxes,
past raccoons, owls, ibexes and European
bison, and much more. Experience nature
and animals. Just leave day-to-day life
behind and then take a souvenir from the
farm shop with you. You can try regional
specialities in the Bärenwirt Gasthaus. For
the little ones there is also a model railway
and a play area.

Mid-June to late August 2021
Open daily in good weather

Until 09.07.2021 Mon-Fri  12.00 - 19.00
Sat, Sun and from 10. July  9.00 - 19.00

01.05. - 12.09. open daily  9.30 - 16.00
13.09. - 31.10. Mon - Sat  9.30 - 16.00

Changes possible in bad weather!

Seewiese, 9907 Tristach
www.dolomitenbad.at
T. +43 4852 63820 or +43 4852 65601

OUTDOOR POOL DÖLSACH
An idyllically located lido with three
pools, sunbathing area in the form of a
terrace, large play area with numerous
pieces of play equipment, beach volleyball court, table tennis, a cosy pool
restaurant with a wide range of food
and drinks, and plenty of parking space
available.

Beginning of June to 05.09.2021

Open daily in good weather
Until mid-June and from mid-August:
 9.30 - 18.00
From mid-June to mid-August
 9.30 - 19.00
Changes possible in bad weather!

Ederplanweg 4, A-9991 Dölsach
www.doelsach.at
T. +43 4852 68233

Angerweg 23, 9972 Virgen
www.virgen.at
T. +43 4874 52117

Verein Curatorium pro Agunto
Römerstraße 1, A-9991 Dölsach
www.aguntum.at
T. +43 4852 61550

July, August:  open daily 9.00 - 18.00
June, Sept., Oct.:  daily 10.00 - 17.00
Thal-Aue 13, A-9911 Assling
www.vitalpinum.com
T. +43 4855 81009

Early July to 26.10.2021

Open on Fridays  10.00 - 18.00
Guided tours on Fridays at  14.00

01.05. - 26.10.2021

15.05. - 26.09. open daily  9.00 - 18.00
27.09. - 02.11. open daily  10.00 - 18.00

Guided tours for groups of 10 or more
anytime possible by prior appointment

Winkeltal 114, A-9931 Außervillgraten
www.wurzerhof.at
T. +43 664 5166375

Oberassling 58, A-9911 Assling
www.erlebniswelt-assling.at
T. + 43 4855 20474

WATER EXPERIENCE PARK
GALITZENKLAMM

DEFEREGGER HEIL- & THERMALWASSER (medicinal and thermal water)

Galitzenklamm Gorge at the foot of the
Lienz Dolomites has been regarded as
a tip in Osttirol. A trip to the adventure
park on the Drau Cycle Path will be a
memorable experience. Brace yourself,
you will be amazed when you get going
and all your senses are piqued! Whether it is along the water path, across the
spectacular bridges, walking past the
steep cliﬀ faces, testing yourself on one
of the many via ferrata routes or just
enjoying a superb day in the water play
area, it‘s up to you to decide.

A little outside St. Jakob, in the midst of
the wonderfully created „myths space“,
you find the Deferegger Healing Water House. The healing water is pumped
from a depth of nearly two kilometres,
where it has matured for at least a million years. With a composition that is
globally unique, it is excellent for skin,
respiratory and joint diseases. It has a
proven strengthening eﬀect on the body
and mind if you take repeated baths in it.
Experience Deferegger healing water at
the healing water bathhouse.

01.05. - 31.10.2021

01.06. - 22.10.2021

01.06. - 15.09. open daily  09.00 -18.00
16.09. - 31.10. open daily  10.00 - 17.00
Galitzenklamm 3, A-9903 Amlach
www.galitzenklamm.info
T. +43 664 1567457

Monday to Friday
 8.30 - 11.30 and  14.30 - 17.30
closed on Sat, Sun and public holidays!
Innerrotte 62, A-9963 St. Jakob i.Def.
www.heilwasserquelle.at
T. +43 676 841560 406

CASTLE „SCHLOSS BRUCK“

CASTLE „BURG HEINFELS“

RAILWAY MUSEUM LIENZ

COACH- & COUNTRY MUSEUM

SUMMER TOBOGGAN RUN ASSLING

NATIONAL PARK HOHE TAUERN

ADVENTUREPARK OSTTIROL

The residence castle of the Görz counts
has been enthroned above Lienz since the
13th century. The caslte is now the Museum of the City of Lienz with the collection
of masterpieces by Albin Egger-Lienz, the
pioneer of Austrian modernism. The chapel with the unique and originally preserved
late Gothic frescoes and the knight‘s hall
with Romanesque beam ceiling shine in
new splendor and invite you to immerse
yourself in the Middle Ages.

„Burg Heinfels“ castle is the largest castle
complex in Osttirol and the Pustertal
valley. From 2016 to 2020 the high casle
was renovated and a modern museum
was implemented. The outdoor areas and
towers can be explored on your own as
part of the panorama tour. During the
guided castle tour (registration requested!),
Cultural mediators open chambers,
battlements, halls and the castle chapel
for visitors: history and stories are conveyed
vividly with models, films, interactive maps
and animations.

An adventure not only for railway enthusiasts. Where in former times the “iron
horses” of the Imperial Royal Southern
Railways Private Society were serviced
and prepared for rides, today the railway
history can be experienced on 1800 m²
e.g. by taking a look at the driver’s cabs
of a steam train, an electric train, or a
snowplough, tin toys, a model railway
system, or the functions of old Austrian
signalling equipment. Special exhibition.

The newly adapted coach and country
museum in ‘Lugger-Stadl’, right in
the centre of the historic village of
Obertilliach, houses a splendid collection
of coaches and carriages from several
periods, from traditional agricultural
vehicles, via wedding carriages and up
to hearses.

In the heart of the Assling wildlife park,
nestled in a beautiful natural landscape,
the summer toboggan run ensures
endless fun. A small drag lift takes you
to the mountain station. The valley route
leads over approx. 360 m with a height
diﬀerence of approx. 100 m. Hungry
tobogganers are spoiled with delicacies
from the local kitchen at the Gasthaus
Bärenwirt.

National Park house in Matrei
The new interactive exhibition „Tauern views
- moments of wonder“ oﬀers unexpected
glimpses into the various living spaces of
Austria‘s largest national park (virtual reality binoculars, experience shower, diorama,
flight with the bearded vulture, ...).

The adventure park, located right alongside the river Isel, is venue for numerous
outdoor sports activities. Relax on the sun
terrace and take advantage of our oﬀer:

Exhibition: grenzen|los. Von Trennlinien
und Überwindungen. / Concerts in the
atmospheric courtyard, castle cafe, museum shop.

25.06. - 26.10.2021

Wednesday to Sunday
 10.00 - 16.00
Schloßberg 1, A-9900 Lienz,
www.museum-schlossbruck.at
T. +43 4852 62580 83

May - November 2021

you can find the current opening times at
www.burg-heinfels.at
and by appointment
Castle tavern and museum shop freely
accessible!
Panzendorf 1, A-9919 Heinfels
www.burg-heinfels.com
T. +43 664 39 82 865

30.05. - 19.09.2021
31.05. - 27.06. Wed, Fri, Sun  14.00 - 17.00
From 28.06. Open daily  10.00 - 12.30
and  14.00 - 17.00
Access via B100: At the „ÖAMTC“ head to Amlach/
Tristach, take the underpass under the railway line, go
left before the bridge on the River Drau and follow the
railway tracks heading east (350 m).

Bahnhofsplatz 10, A-9900 Lienz
www.ebfl.at
T. +43 676 5518551

05.07. - 10.09.2021

Monday, Wednesday and Friday
 16.00 - 18.00
For groups also at other
dates on request.

Further Information:
Tourismusbüro Obertilliach
T. +43 50 212 360
Dorf 42, 9942 Obertilliach
Obm. Erwin Ortner
T. +43 664 9149014

01.06. - 02.11.2021

01.06. - 04.07. Mon-Fri  13.00 - 17.00
Sat, Sun and holidays  11.00 - 17.00

Guided tour with National Park ranger
Discover the „BIG FIVE“ with a National Park
ranger is guaranteed to be an unforgettable
experience.

Opening hours National Park house

06.09. - 26.09. Mon-Fri  13.00 - 17.00
Sat, Sun and holidays  11.00 - 17.00

June: Mon-Fri  10.00 - 12.00 &
 14.00 - 18.00 (closed on public holidays)
Juli, Aug.: Mon-Sat  10.00 - 18.00,
Sun  14.00 - 18.00 | September: Mon-Fri
 10.00 - 18.00 (plus Sat, 4th Sept.)

Oberassling 58, 9911 Assling
www.erlebniswelt-assling.at
T. +43 664 1212287

Kirchplatz 2, A-9971 Matrei i.O.
www.nationalpark.osttirol.com
T. +43 4875 5161 10

05.07. - 05.09. daily  11.30 - 17.00

Boulderpark: Free Climbing with diﬀerent
levels of diﬃculty. For guests of all ages!
Motion course (new - summer 2021):
Train movement sequences as a trial biker, freerunner or just for fun on various
elements and obstacles made of wood,
concrete or tires.
Field archery: Try the trend sport on our
small archery area.

June - October 2021
Open daily
 9.00 - 17.00

Schlaitnerstraße 108b, A-9951 Ainet
www.ota.at
T. +43 664 3560 450

Your onestop-sho
p for
a fabulous
vacation.

Autumn

2021

Osttirol à la card
Osttirol‘s
Goldener Herbst Card
20th Sept. - 31st Oct. 2021
With the 3in7 day card “Osttirol’s Goldener Herbst Card“
you discover Osttirol in autumn from its most beautiful side. Various attractions,
including the “Osttirodler“
summer toboggan run, can
be visited on three selected days (in a period of seven
days) at no additional cost.
With this card and the great
oﬀers, you literally experience
a “golden time“.

The card is available at the
Tourist Information oﬃce (in
all regions in Osttirol), from
selected card partners and on
request from your accommodation provider.
Further information:

www.osttirol.com

Prices per person for the
“Goldener Herbst Card“:
Adults: € 48,00
Children (2007-2015): € 24,00
Children (2016 or younger /
from the 3rd child): free

Subject to changes.

TOURIST INFORMATION HOCHPUSTERTAL
Sillian 86, 9920 Sillian
T. +43 50 212 300, hochpustertal@osttirol.com

(Passport or ID required)

3in7-day-card:
Adults: € 50,00
Children (2007-2015): € 25,00
Children (2016 or younger /
from the 3rd child) free

Your one-stop-shop for
a fabulous vacation.

Summer 2021

(Passport or ID required)

The card can be purchased here:

TOURIST INFORMATION NATIONALPARKREGION
HOHE TAUERN OSTTIROL
Rauterplatz 1, 9971 Matrei i.O.
T. +43 50 212 500, nationalpark@osttirol.com
TOURIST INFORMATION DEFEREGGENTAL
Unterrotte 44, 9963 St. Jakob i.Def.
T. +43 50 212 600, defereggental@osttirol.com

Get on the bus and let‘s go! All buses in Osttirol can be used
for free with your guest card!
Guests with a valid guest card can take full advantage of
the mobility oﬀer. The only prerequisite is the guest card,
which can be requested free of charge at your lodging: your
landlord will be happy to supply you with that card (as long
as you stay overnight for at least one night and have the
registration form completed).
Attention: Train connections, bus route 960X Lienz-Innsbruck and 950X Lienz-Kitzbühel and the Wanderbus-route
Herz Ass and all „Wanderbus-routes“ in Lienz are not for
free!
Further information: gratisbus.osttirol.com

COOL‘S - CENTER OF OUTDOOR LIENZ

Pfister 3, 9900 Lienz
oﬃce@cools-lienz.at
www.cools-lienz.at
T. +43 676 556 60 19

EDDY RAFTING AUSTRIA

Ainet 9, 9951 Ainet
info@raftingcenter.at
www.eddyrafting.com
T. +43 650 336 80 00

Get into the gondola and up to Zettersfeld! Along the way you
will find 15 adventure play stages. All of them invite to play
and romp or to relax, with interesting information on the 15
occurring animals being shared. The adventure story of the
family park’s mascot „Steiner Mandl“ makes the stages come
to life with a little imagination and guarantees an exciting
day on the Zettersfeld.
The adventure kit, consisting of a racket, ball and little story
book, can be purchased directly from the valley station of the
„Bergbahnen Lienz“ (cable cars) for a fee of € 6,- per adult
and € 3,- per child (€ 15,- security deposit per kit).

Osttirol‘s
Glockner-Dolomiten
Card
Valid 21st June - 19th September 2021

* Valid on designated products from the respective partners

NEW: CITY TOUR WITH THE

LOCANDY APP

By public transport to the most beautiful places in Osttirol

With the Locandy app you can explore the city Lienz interactively. The app takes you to special places where you can
solve puzzles and listen to exciting stories. The combination
of virtual and real elements invites you to have fun on this
special city tour with your friends and family.
it‘s that easy:

CHILDREN’S MILE AT GOLZENTIPP
The Obertilliach children’s mile leads with a total of eight stations along the walking path suitable for pushchairs from the
peak station of the cable car Golzentippbahn.
A waterway, an agility test climbing on wooden logs, a labyrinth and much more: plenty of entertaining variety is provided! The highlight for the family is the area by the reservoir
lake with a wealth of views. Here your gaze can drift from the
„Hohe Tauern“ with the Grossglockner to the Lienz Dolomites
and Gailtaler Alpen and over to the Karnische Alpen.

• scan QR-Code
• download app
• ready to go!

osttiroldeinbergtirol
osttirolbergtirol
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24 attractions
plus bonus
partner benefits
in one card
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Interactive map: maps.osttirol.com
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Subject to changes.

BONUS PARTNER

FAMILIENPARK ZETTERSFELD

Remarkable animals live near the lake „Ochsenlacke“ on the
Mooseralm in the heart of the St. Jakob ski area, high up in
the mountains in Defereggental: brown trout, dipper, dragonfly, alpine newt and common frog. The five oversized animal
figures invite children and the young at heart to learn more
about the „guardians of the water“ in a playful way. The viewing platform - right on the grade to the „Kleiner Leppleskofel“
oﬀers a spectacular view at the mountains.

info@glockner-adventures.at
www.glockner-adventures.at
T. +43 677 630 165 15

GENERAL CONDITIONS

Due to the legally applicable access restrictions in connection with Covid-19, there may be waiting times for
the individual card partners. If the use of a system is
only possible to a limited extent, it is pointed out that
there can be no financial reimbursement. No replacement in the event of loss, early departure or cancellation of individual or multiple oﬀers.

Experience the free ascent with the cable cars Zettersfeld,
Brunnalmbahn / St. Jakob and Obertilliach to the great
familyattractions on the mountain.

GLOCKNER ADVENTURES

All Tourist Information oﬃces in Osttirol, Lienzer cable cars (Zettersfeld and Hochstein), Obertilliacher cable cars, Großglockner Resort Kals – Matrei (Kals cable
cars and Matreier Goldried cable cars), Hochpustertal
cable cars, cable cars St. Jakob, Wildlife park Assling,
Vitalpinum, Burg Heinfels, Aguntum, outdoor pool Virgen,
Adventurepark Osttirol, National Park Hohe Tauern (National Park house in Matrei), and on request from your accommodation provider.

The terms and conditions of entrance and carriage for each
supplier apply. No further discounts for students, pensioners or people with disabilities are intended. Not all partner
operations may be open in the low and oﬀ seasons. Any inclusive service can be used once a day, with multiple use of
the same oﬀer on the same day not possible. Use of lifts only
without sports equipment. Transfer to third parties not allowed. Misuse will lead to the card being withdrawn. Subject
to change. No replacement in the event of loss, premature
departure, or the cancellation of one or more oﬀers.

Benefit with the Osttirol‘s Glockner-Dolomiten Card. Outdoor
utdoor and
adventure providers oﬀer a 25% discount on your adventures in the
spectacular nature of Osttirol. All you have to do is to present your
valid Osttirol Card to the service provider to automatically get a
discount of 25 % on the service of your choice. The discount will be
directly deducted from the respective fees. Your adventure holidays
in Osttirol will thus be even more fun.

WASSERMYTHOS OCHSENLACKE

l.c
o

7-day-card:
Adults: € 70,00
Children (2007-2015): € 35,00
Children (2016 or younger /
from the 3rd child) free

OSTTIROL TOURIST INFORMATION
Mühlgasse 11, 9900 Lienz
T. +43 50 212 212, info@osttirol.com

EXCURSION TIPS

@ o s t ti r o

Valid: 21st June - 19th September 2021

CONTACT

BONUS PARTNER-ADVANTAGES

IMPRINT: Photo front page: Tristachersee: Martin Lugger Photography. Photos: Archive Mitgliedsbetriebe,
Archiv TVB Osttirol, VVT/Johannes Plattner, Lienzer Bergbahnen/Profer&Partner, H. Schneider, Armin-Kleinlercher.at, Museumsverein Burg Heinfels/Alexander Zeidler.

www.osttirol.com

t ti r o l I nf o r m a

WITH OSTTIROL‘S GLOCKNER-DOLOMITEN CARD

PUBLIC TRANSPORT FOR FREE
IN OSTTIROL WITH THE GUEST CARD

Os

GREAT HOLIDAY EXPERIENCES

